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Marsha Lindsay
Founder, CEO, Chief Analyst
SCHOLAR, THOUGHT LEADER, AUTHOR, POPULAR SPEAKER
Marsha’s lifework is research that identifies emerging marketplace trends, then
recommending what’s best for future competitive advantage and accelerated
growth. Her analysis is grounded in decades of scholarship on behavioral science–
universal and timeless drivers of motivation, attitudes, behaviors and decisionmaking, all applied to brand strategy and effective marketing, employee and
corporate dynamics including change management.
Think tanks leveraging her expertise include Zurich’s Gottlieb Duttweiler Institute
of Economic and Social Studies (on future of direct-to-consumer commerce), and
Monitor-Deloitte’s at UC Berkeley (on fusion of data mining, behavioral economics
and social networks). Those publishing her insights include Fast Company, NPR,
Forbes, Investor’s Business Daily, New York Times, Adobe’s CMO.com, Ad Age,
Becker’s Hospital Review, Becker’s Healthcare CFO, and Medium.
Those inviting her to speak include Columbia University’s Executive MBA
program, Indie Summits in Beijing and London, IPA’s "Marketing Effectiveness
Week" in London, World Business Forum in NYC, 21st Century Fox, Proctor &
Gamble, Conagra, Kohler, Mercury Marine, Advertising Research Foundation, The
Conference Board, Becker’s Healthcare, The E-Business Consortium, and the 4A’s.
EDUCATOR
In the past and concurrent with other roles, Marsha was an Adjunct Professor in
the MBA program of the University of Wisconsin Business School (teaching Brand
Management and Strategy). She’s served on the advisory board to the School’s
Dean and now on the advisory board to the School’s MBA specialty center for
Brand and Product Management.
A serial entrepreneur, Marsha founded and curated Brandworks University®
(referred to as the "TED" of marketing), which, for 25 years received international
acclaim as a 3-day MBA-level conference for 400 executives.
EXPERIENCED IN BUSINESS, FINANCE, GOVERNANCE
Marsha serves on three fiduciary boards with committee responsibilities in audit,

governance, compensation and capital investments. For over 3 decades, she’s
been a marketing strategist to companies spanning the Fortune 100 to VC infused
start-ups.
Marsha also founded and (until 2015), served as CEO of Lindsay Stone & Briggs
which specialized in the successful positioning, launch and scaling of brands and
their innovations. During her 38-year tenure, the company was nationally admired
for its creative prowess and effectiveness; named "Small Agency of the Year" by
Ad Age. Follow Marsha on LinkedIn
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Clients and Testimonials:
The experience, the ROI, the fun.
Lindsay Foresight & Stratagem experience spans the Fortune
100 to multinationals, venture capital infused start-ups, think
tanks, universities, conferences and professional associations
around the globe. For presentations and workshops, most
every client engages the firm's CEO, Marsha Lindsay again
and again. That's because audience ratings are always high for
presentation style, content quality and impact of the learning.
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Marsha is smart, funny, provocative, informative
and fun…a world-class speaker.
- Editor Adobe CMO.com

Marsha has a ferocious curiosity matched only by
the sheer exuberance with which she shares something new. She appears to spend half her time
looking for new and better ways for companies and
people to reach their full potential. She takes joy
in the research, the reading and the hard work to
create groundbreaking insights and strategies. She
appears to spend the other half of her time teaching, no, compelling us to use those insights and
strategies to create more than we could have ever
expected if we didn’t have the privilege to know her.
- Global CMO, Kohler.

I brought Marsha in to take our Executive team
through her latest research. Her question, “how
much of your time as an Executive is spent thinking
about the day after tomorrow” was powerful. Her
thinking was so well received, we had her back for a
second engagement. The insights she shared were
remarkable, actionable and informed a revised approach to our brand platform and company purpose.
-VP of Communications and Marketing at Alliant Energy

“

“
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She has the foresight to see where companies
and organizations should go before they even
recognize it themselves: Her address at our
annual conference left people spell-bound.
-President of Wisconsin Technology Council.

Marsha’s a thought leader capable of
notating trends 3-5 years in advance and
crafting strategy to not only prepare
but excel.
- COO of American Family Insurance.

Her unique and transformative strat planning
methods helped us to hone our vision while
becoming more efficient and effective in
the process.
- President of Northcentral Technical College.

She’s part strategist, part futurist, part
educator and the consummate dot connecter
of trends, ideas, concepts and people.
- Former business partner and PR Strategist.

“

“
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Marsha is Yoda to many, able to see future issues,
growth and margin opportunities that others do not.
She has a real talent for framing them clearly; brilliant advice for dealing with them. I find myself
transformed by every conversation we have.
- CEO of MPetty Group.

I’ve had the great fortune of benefitting from
Marsha’s research, insight and wisdom on
strategic projects seeking to grow
multi-national brands. She always delivers
thought-provoking insights and recommendations.
- Former Director of Consumer Insights, Kraft, now
Director of University of Wisconsin Center for
Brand and Product Management.

Marsha’s capacity, competence and credibility
in branding, consumer psych and habit
are extraordinary.
- CEO Destination Madison.

“

“

For more testimonials, follow Marsha on LinkedIn.
To Book Marsha for an in-person or virtual
workshop, keynote or presentation, write
Marsha@LFandS.com, or call 1 (608) 575-7070.
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What’s
your focus?

Ours is the day after
tomorrow.

“Most organizations allocate 90% of their
efforts to “today” with the rest going to
tomorrow. This means the day after
tomorrow gets nothing.

Your ROI when engaging us:

Of course, today generates your current
value. But when plans for your future value
don’t extend beyond tomorrow you won’t
make it there. It’s that simple.
What distinguishes category kings and
paradigm shifters from others is
they focus – devote lots of time – to day
after tomorrow thinking.”
Peter Hinssen at London Business School

We enable you to more easily and more quickly create the future as you’d like it be.
What we do:
With mind-expanding presentations, workshops and consulting, we provide day
after tomorrow thinking (and stimulate that of C-Suites, Boards and marketers)
on emerging trends, marketplace dynamics; opportunities to accelerate growth,
competitive advantage and transformation.
Why we do what we do:
From experience and case-based evidence, we know that great insight and
foresight are critical to survive; necessary to thrive:
• Insight and foresight gained before competitors provides advantage: More time to
prepare and create barriers to entry.
• When an entire enterprise is enlightened on what lies ahead, people at all levels are
inspired, aligned and mobilized on the same right things.
• More gets done, faster. It’s easier to lead, transform, succeed.
How we do what we do distinguishes us from others:
From rigorous research (based on a methodology perfected over 30 years),
we identify and analyze what’s just over the horizon that others don’t yet see.
Then to address it, we do additional research to craft strategic playbooks with
recommendations that help companies, brands and executives prepare more quickly
for what’s next and strategically best. Most all of this work is informed and vetted by
our own global Think Tank, providing confidence that what we "teach and preach"
can truly help future-proof your company, brand and career.
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Our insight and
foresight on
the day after
tomorrow helps
future-proof
companies,
brands and
careers.

We uncover emerging consumer trends
and unexpected marketplace dynamics.

We identify transformative business,
innovation and operational models;
marketing strategies that accelerate
growth and competitive advantage.

+
We forecast new leadership competencies
and new best practices of effective change
management.
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Insights, futurecasts, presentations, workshops and
strategic playbooks by topic.
All are available virtually or
in-person.

PRES ENTAT IONS

1

On the following pages you’ll find detailed descriptions.
Bundling two or more topics can create custom
masterclasses that deepen learning, advance corporate
training goals, speed progress on company ambitions,
growth and transformation.

2

Bundling three or more engagements merits a discount.

ONE-ON-ONE COUNSEL

One-on-one consulting can be added to any engagement.
Informative articles and more on LinkedIn and at
www.LFandS.com

Start optimizing your future today:
Write Marsha@LFandS.com.

3

BES POKE WORK SHOPS

Text or call 1 (608) -575-7070.
Why, and when, to engage us: PAGE 26
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Predictions
What’s
yourfor
the future in a
focus?
pandemicspooked world.

The very nature of what constitutes "the future" is itself changing. Increasingly it’s showing up ahead of
schedule.
Threats, possibilities, innovations, and competition long assumed to be years away are now arriving
daily: For example, not so long ago quantum computing wasn’t expected to be viable until 2035.
But today Google and IBM are arguing about which of them does it better. And that pandemic so
many said was possible but not imminent? It arrived, and accelerated telemedicine, telecommuting,
distance-learning and the demise of those with vulnerable balance sheets or strat plans that were
behind-the-times.
At the core of every leader’s responsibility is anticipating the future and addressing potential issues
and opportunities early enough to keep their operation viable, profitable. But with the future arriving
sooner than expected, leaders find they have more of the unexpected to deal with every day. That this
goes on day after day means most are constantly operating in crisis mode with little time to vet and
prep for what’s just over the horizon.
A partial solution is taking time for this "futurecast." Its insights on the day after tomorrow are based
on science, data and the rigorous protocols of forecasting. It reports universally applicable strategies
(and their rationale) to accelerate growth, margin and resiliency despite the pace of change; in spite of
consumers and markets spooked by the future.
By shedding light on the changing nature of what constitutes the future and how to deal with it, this
presentation will help any leader future-proof their organization, brand and career.

WHAT
YOU’LL
LEARN

• Why and how time is speeding up. What
this means for revenue models, business
models, governance.

• Why the ability to converge business
strategy with marketing strategy predicts
every organization’s future viability.

• Why problems will increasingly be more
complex and seem unsolvable: A trio
of new and inter-related competencies
required to tackle them.

• The most compelling value propositions
of the future, and why.

• The future business everyone will be in,
no matter one’s customer, location or
category,

• Why it will be critical to appeal broadly,
target broadly and achieve broad reach.
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The newyour
best
What’s
practices for
focus?
strat planning
given we’ve a
future without
precedent.

Is your outline for strategic planning similar to that used in the past? Are the rules of thumb you apply
those learned 5-10 years ago? Are steps in the process designed to achieve a truly strategic result,
or minimize the number of meetings required? Does the planning process deliver breakthroughs that
address the essential problem the organization has to solve? Or an easy-to-achieve program that
insures executives still get their year-end bonus?
In light of the impact of COVID-19, allowing any one of the above is tantamount to a breach of
fiduciary duty. Even in 2019, tolerating them would have reflected a lapse in professional judgement.
That’s because exponential change, disruption and economic volatility have for several years made
impotent the planning playbooks and rules of thumb in common use. One implication? Meaningful
planning can’t happen until everyone on a team is re-educated and aligned on why and how planning
and strategy for the future have to change.
This presentation does just that, highlighting the new best practices, process, rules and tools. It’s
grounded in decades of experience participating and facilitating strat planning sessions. It’s further
informed by two new studies of Lindsay Foresight & Stratagem:
• What high performers reveal works in strat planning, along with blind spots to avoid.
• Future marketplace dynamics that are critical to account for in a strat plan. These include the ways
one’s category will evolve; insight on consumer behavioral change and because of this, the most
compelling value propositions; emerging business and operational models that accelerate value
creation, growth and margin.
Study findings and recommendations are available in two forms: A typical presentation offers highlights
of the new how-to. A rigorous workshop (a full day or two half days) equips an entire strat planning
team with the insight and know-how to craft a better plan. (It’s best experienced before planning even
begins.) In either format, what attendees learn will increase the odds of ending up with a truly effective
plan for the future, one so clear and inspiring it easily gains the support of one’s organization, board of
directors, and investors.

WHAT
ATTENDEES
WILL LEARN:

• How planning has changed and why.
• Steps in a strategic planning process
designed for the future.
• The data and research needed (and
not needed) to inform the process and
why.

plan so clear it can be summarized in
3 minutes.
• How to ID the essential problem or
opportunity your plan should tackle.
• To address it, how to think differently
and arrive at breakthrough strategies.

• The outline to use which results in a
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Emerging
What’s
your
and surprising
focus?
dynamics
destined to
impact
business viability
and competitive
advantage in
next 3 years.

This is a mind-stretching overview of the day after tomorrow: Ways the marketplace will be far different
than today; why and how our businesses will operate differently to survive; how we will have to lead
differently in order for our organizations and careers to thrive.
Drawn from three years of extensive (and continuing) global research by Lindsay Foresight &
Stratagem, and stress-tested for the impact of COVID-19, it provides a critical foundation and context
for all of our other presentations, workshops and consulting.
It details how, every day, breakthrough ideas, technologies and ventures are emerging, then crossfertilizing; how categories are melding; how long-standing organizations are disrupted and whole
industries disintermediated. And all the ways dynamic opportunity is the norm.
This is a future for which Deloitte and others say no one is prepared. It’s because most companies are not
even aware of the dynamics of the day after tomorrow. And because they spend most of their time focused
only on getting through today. In contrast, The London Business School explains: "What distinguishes
category kings and paradigm shifters from others is they focus – devote lots of time – to day after tomorrow
thinking."
This presentation enables your day after tomorrow thinking: It includes a playbook of recommendations
by which to future-proof and future-make yourself, your organization and the careers of you and
your colleagues.

WHAT
YOU’LL
LEARN

• Ten little-known dynamics
driving exponential change.
Their implications regardless of
organization size or category.

• Why, in the future, everyone in an
organization essentially works in
marketing.

• The ways commerce, culture and
consumption are converging.

• Why you personally face pro sports-like
performance metrics.

• Why you’re no longer marketing to
people, but rather, to “Gods” with the
power to bless or damn you overnight.
(The best strategy to manage them.)

• New competencies the future requires.

• The win-win metric with which to select
partners to help in the transformation of
one’s organization and brand.

• The business and operational model
of the future that enables accelerated
growth and value creation because it:
• Delights the Gods;
• Speeds up learning and innovation;
• Converges business strategy with
marketing strategy.
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Strategies
to
What’s
your
accelerate
focus?
growth and
value creation in
an increasingly
digital,
data-driven,
direct and
chaotic
marketplace.

It was true before the economic fallout of COVID-19. But it is all the more true now: Every C-Suite
and marketer faces a growth imperative. You either grow your brand, or it dies (often along with
your career). A study published in the Cambridge Journal of Economics confirms that for those that
don’t grow, bankruptcy is practically certain. No wonder — given today’s unpredictable, volatile and
disruptive marketplace — investors, bosses and channel partners are more impatient than ever for
increases in sales, margin and profit.
Yet right when companies need marketing to help them generate revenue growth, a deeper analysis
reveals marketing effectiveness has "fallen to the extent that we have thrown away all the gains made
during the earlier years of the digital revolution." This is a great irony of our times given we’ve more
data, more technology and rapid test-and-learn capabilities.
Succeeding in spite of these challenges requires an extraordinarily strategic and sound playbook.
Lindsay Foresight & Stratagem’s is just that. It’s also clear, vetted and easy-to-apply. (It can be
summarized in a presentation or taught in a workshop.)
This is a playbook rich with foresight on emerging trends and opportunities. Best practices it
recommends come from longitudinal and case-based evidence on what’s proving to actually work in
our digital, social, mobile and increasingly D2C marketplace. These findings are integrated with other
best practices drawn from studies by the likes of Deloitte, Accenture, and McKinsey. The strategies
include the latest from consumer psych and behavioral economics on what’s proven to engage,
persuade; what desensitizes people to price. Stress-tested for the coronavirus-influenced times, this
is a playbook by which those charged with driving growth can stop running in circles and actually get
somewhere.

WHAT
YOU’LL
LEARN

• Four ways organizations are inadvertently • Force multipliers proven to accelerate
stifling the effectiveness of their
marketing effectiveness, efficiency and
marketing.
ROI.
• The combo of media mix, budget
allocation and messaging strategy proven
to lift the performance of short-term
activation efforts while at the same time
drive YOY increases in sales, share, margin
and brand equity.

• Evidence that enables CMOs and CFOs to
see “eye to eye” on what to do, and when.

• Why the use of short-term metrics
as primary performance measures
essentially damns long-term success.

• In preparation for the day after
tomorrow, why and how to build a growth
accelerator.

•

• A new definition of customer - centricity
for the future. Why embracing it will drive
profit and a new approach to operations
and business strategy overall.

•
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Finding your
purpose,
positioning,
value prop and
Unique Selling
Propositions:
Their
inter-relationship
and complete
‘how-to.’

What company doesn’t want the most compelling purpose, positioning, value proposition and
Unique Selling Proposition? After all, collectively they’re the source of competitive advantage,
compulsion to buy, and margin. Yet even in the most sophisticated organizations there’s a lack of
understanding of each, and how they can amplify each other to form a master strategy.
It’s quite common that the very individuals charged with casting these most fundamental of
strategies have no training in what research and data-based evidence reveals does and doesn’t
work. Also unproductive is when marketing, innovation and sales teams are left to craft their own, or
strategize them in a vacuum.
Especially costly and demoralizing is when those judging a purpose, positioning, value prop or
USP base their evaluation on definitions, criteria or best practices that are different than those of
the people preparing them.
If ever there was a set of know-how on which many departments and executives should be trained
and aligned on the same right things, it’s this one.
The best part? When people are trained to get them all right, evidence of the ROI can be swift –
and sizeable.

WHAT
YOU’LL
LEARN

• Definitions: What each term is, and is not.
• The complementary role of each in
impacting human decision-making,
product life cycles and margin creation.
• Effectiveness criteria. Examples of
successes and failures, with explanations
of why in each case.
• Typical ways each are arrived at; tested.

• What can be done to arrive at each under
challenging conditions such as:
• Insufficient research/insight.
• Time pressure.
• Offerings that border on commodities.
• Mature categories where every possible
benefit is already “taken.”
• Lack of money to invest in crafting true
distinction or building awareness of it.
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New your
What’s
competencies
focus?
required to lead
in he future.

Today, the jobs, careers and trajectories of individuals are being disrupted right along with companies
and business models. It’s not just organizations that need to transform to survive and thrive the day
after tomorrow, individuals need to change, too.
Assessing oneself in preparation for a future without precedent is really hard. This presentation helps
by forecasting some of the dynamics impacting the future of one’s company and then the skills to
deal with them, such as how to recognize where and when your brand is particularly vulnerable to
disruption.
This prentation also reports on competencies Lindsay Foresight & Stratagem has identified as critical
for those who want to be lead in the future; who want to excel more in their job performance today.
(An additional short course is available on three competencies that are particularly inter-related.
They are the language of data (which is statistics), the science of human decision-making, and the
skill of Integrative Thinking. This short course connects the dots between them, important because
competency in each is required for competency in the others.)
Of course, the most dreaded and daunting of challenges is transforming oneself personally in
preparation for what lies ahead. Yet there’s now considerable science on what can make it far easier
than you might imagine. Lindsay Foresight & Stratagem has studied it, and highlights several research
findings and techniques in this presentation.
The net of the above is a presentation that delivers insight, recommendations and rationale; some easy
"how to get started" advice, and perhaps most important of all, considerable food for thought and
inspiration to start transforming oneself now.

WHAT
YOU’LL
LEARN

• Insight and foresight on “the future of
work” and what research reveals as the
new competencies required to perform,
regardless of job title or category.
• Five timeless competencies which, if
you haven’t yet mastered them, put your
employability at risk.

• The self-concept to adopt that makes it
easier to prepare for the future.
• The curious but proven power of
believing you can change. (Turns out it’s
a self-fulfilling prophecy.)

• What research on retraining the brain
shows can be accomplished in just five
minutes a day.
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Branding’s
What’s
your
future as a
focus?
strategy to drive
preference,
growth, margin.

Today’s disruptive marketplace has raised doubts in many executives’ minds on branding’s ability
to future-make or future-proof companies as in the past. There have always been some who’ve
seen branding as simply image and fluff to be layered over other important strategies on product,
distribution and pricing. Adding to their case now are those who say "purpose" (not "brand") is what is
needed to drive preference and sales.
Even for branding’s true believers, challenges to its success as a strategy today are considerable. They
range from pressures on marketers to perform in the short term, resulting in the favoring of activation
strategies. And then there’s the power of search, and Amazon, which present a seemingly endless
choice of brand names no one has ever heard of before and may never again. One executive argues:
"People don’t really shop by brand anymore. It’s all about convenient comparison shopping by price
and ranking on ecommerce, or an app while in a store."
No wonder some have concluded that branding as a strategy is dead. But is it? And if it is, what (if
anything) can replace its historical role in driving year-over-year increases in sales, share, margin and
"brand equity" – aka predictable value in the future?
Surprising answers come from a three–year study by Lindsay Foresight & Stratagem. Among them: Many
companies who damn brand strategy have never really tried it. For example, it’s very common for a board
and CEO to hire and charge a new CMO with growing "brand equity," yet they don’t actually know what
that is or what it takes to achieve it in terms of investment or time horizon. The resulting underinvestment
or impatience thwarts at every turn the new CMO’s ability to carry out meaningful brand strategy. Then,
when the CMO’s performance disappoints in the next 6-18 months, the board and CEO fire and hire
a replacement CMO, and in the same way thwart his or her performace. They fire and hire again and
again in about 18-month increments. This means the board and C-Suite never actually test or leverage
what a good brand strategy could contribute for the short term or the long term. Inadvertently, they are
preventing the very acceleration in growth, margin and equity they seek!

WHAT
YOU’LL
LEARN

• Branding’s origins as a business strategy;
historical financial value.
• Current controversies; challenges to above.
• Behavioral science’s current perspective
on branding.
• What recent longitudinal and case-based
evidence reveal as branding’s current and
future value (or lack thereof).

• Given marketplace trends, predictions on
branding’s future as a useful strategy for
driving preference, YOY growth, margin.
• An eight-point playbook, with strategies
for the future replacing what branding
has historically delivered to future-proof
a company, its products, and services, and
equity.
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How boards,
What’s
your
C-Suites and
focus?
even CMOs are
inadvertently
thwarting the
future growth
they desire: The
only treatment.

In many ways, the impatience for growth pervasive in our culture actually impedes the abilty of
companies to drive growth. For example, people drive immediate sales with short-term tactics (like
price cuts and limited-time specials). These decrease margin and brand strength, both of which hurt
the ability to create and fund sustainable growth in the long term. What’s more, constant use of shortterm tactics actually habituates consumers to buy only when there is a deal, making it hard to build –
much less maintain – profitability and brand strength.
Research by Lindsay Foresight & Stratagem concludes that, in most all organizations, this is due to a
serious lack of understanding on what truly constitutes an effective growth strategy.
Connecting this risk is critical. And our analysis reveals there is a solution. It involves training of course,
and "the marketing of marketing” enterprise-wide. This includes education on what marketing is, and
isn’t. Why (given market dynamics and consumer behavior). everyone in an organization now works as
a marketer. Our study concludes this training is most successful when in the hands of the CMO.
This presentation makes a compelling case for the above, and includes examples of companies that
are gaining share, margin and brand strength precisely because they concertedly "market marketing"
It includes examples of companies whose decline can be directly attributed to their lack of enterprisewide understanding and alignment.
And the playbook? It’s a treatment that’s easy-to-activate and includes best practices anyone can apply.

WHAT
YOU’LL
LEARN

• Findings on the degree to which
marketing is misunderstood by top execs,
and even many on the marketing team.

• The part of their job most CMOs have
never invested in, but which now must
be their professional focus.

• The surprising ways most C-Suites,
boards and marketing teams are
essentially making their marketing
team impotent.

• The playbook by which a CMO can get
the buy-in of superiors to an effective
marketing plan and a level of investment
proven to drive YOY increases in a brand’s
sales, share, margin and brand strength.

• The real and unspoken reason the tenure
of CEOs and CMOs continue to be so short.
• The Catch-22 especially damning to the
careers of CMOs.

• Marketplace trends that essentially
cast everyone in a company with a
marketing role.
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Why (noyour
matter
What’s
your category)
focus?

the business
you’re now in is
human behavior:
The science to
excel at it in our
increasingly D2C
world.

Even if among the best in your field, it’s likely you’re seeing the business you're in through a lens
of the past, which is category-centric. But now, no matter your job, industry or competition, the
business you are in is human behavior. Studying, inspiring, changing and managing it.
This requires an expertise in which truly influences and motivates propective and current customers;
how to inspire and motivate people in a work environment to change and transform for the future.
This is “behavioral science,” the fusion of psychology, neuroscience, sociology, quantitative psych (the
statistical modeling of human behavior) and behavioral economics. Lindsay Foresight & Stratagem has
connected it to marketing research that’s rich with case-based evidence and data revealing what does
and doesn’t change attitudes and behaviors.
As a result of this session and our playbook, you and your teamates will find your performance
elevated. What’s more, you’ll be forever changed in how you see, and assess, the decision-making and
behaviors of customers, employees, investors, your boss – and yourself.

WHAT
YOU’LL
LEARN

• What’s now proven most effective in
influencing attitudes and behaviors,
including engagement, likes, downloads;
transactions of all types.

• How to create decision-making shortcuts
in your favor.

• The rationality (or lack thereof) with
which people make decisions.

• The most compelling value proposition
you can offer, and why.

• The insidious danger of AI on behavioral
data used for marketing plans.
• The amount of choice to offer for
decision-making in your favor.

• How to make your storytelling more
powerful and persuasive.

• What’s now proven to drive preference
and desensitize people to price, thus
driving a sustainable business model.
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Habit: How
to
What’s
your
break, create,
focus?
and leverage it
for your brand’s
advantage, and
more effective
leadership.

Habits are estimated to drive 95% of human behavior.
This means every category is defined by them; every venture defined by the habits of their
customers, prospects, employees, investors.
So great is habit’s power to impact how people live and make decisions that expertise in how to
break, create and leverage habit is an imperative for every exec, artist, entrepreneur and marketer.
Lindsay Foresight & Stratagem’s research, drawn from behavioral science and experience in human
decision-making as well as data-based evidence, finds that ignorance on how to concept and
market offerings in a way that habituates is costly. It’s why:
The vast majority of new product launches fail.
•

Branded
contentcontent
struggles
to engage.
• Branded
struggles
to engage.

•

Most
strategies
prove temporary.
• switching
Most switching
strategies
prove temporary.

•

Many
habituate
people people
to buy only
when
can’t
make
margin.
• companies
Many companies
habituate
to buy
onlythey
when
they
can’tany
make
any margin.

•

Offering
more choice
product
line extensions
breaks the
brand
autopilot
• Offering
more or
choice
or product
line extensions
breaks
thepurchase
brand purchase
autopilot
and opens
up to shop
competitors.
andpeople
opens people
up to
shop competitors.

WHAT
YOU’LL
LEARN

• Why habit plays such a huge role in
the lives – and success – of individuals,
brands, and leaders that accomplish huge
transformations.
• How to create new products and services
that play to people’s habits.
• How to leverage technology to play to
people’s purchase habits.

• The potential to cue physical, mental or
emotional routines (a form of habit) that
favor your brand.
• The role of classical and operant
conditioning in habit creation.
• How to craft a more effective marketing
plan with objectives and performance
metrics focused on habits.
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The crisis
all content
marketers face:
How to mitigate it and actually
gain competitive advantage.

Strategies to accelerate growth vary from company to company. But one most everyone prioritizes
is "content marketing." Accenture says, "it is to business what water is to life: An essential element
for health and growth.”
The trouble is, there’s already more content than people can tap into given the mere minutes a day
they’re not already habituated to other things. So, as a growth strategy, content marketing tends
to fail at the same famously high rate as the launch of any other new offering.
Adding to the problem is that, even in companies where content marketing is promising, they’re
leaving money on the table.” That’s because, while those driving the content are technologically
or creatively savvy, they haven’t yet learned strategies such as how to switch people from old
offerings and habituate them to new; practices proven and codified for the successful positioning,
launch, and scaling of new offerings of all types, including content.
From an array of case-based evidence, longitudinal studies and research from highly regarded
marketing organizations (the IPA, Ehrenberg Bass Institute for Marketing Science, Deloitte,
Accenture and others) Lindsay Foresight & Stratagem has crafted a playbook that can mitigate the
crisis facing content marketers and guide any business to harness content to drive growth.

WHAT
YOU’LL
LEARN

• Five factors contributing to the crisis
facing content marketers.

• The importance of “signature content”
and signature conversations around it.

• “Canaries in the coal mine” that prove the • How to "dimensionalize” content even
crisis is real and already on your doorstep.
beyond 3-D to 4-D.
• Three ways to mitigate the crisis.
• Four best practices to improve ability of
your content to engage and drive growth.

• The future of content marketing, and how
to prepare for it now.
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What’s changed,
and now critical,
for the successful
positioning,
launch and
scaling of
an innovation
or new brand.

Everyone faces a growth imperative so, of course, every company’s strategic plan demands the
creation and launch of new offerings. The result is that hundreds of thousands of new brands,
products, services and line extensions are introduced annually across the globe.
While everyone (from retailers to ad agencies to Pinterest, Google, Amazon, Shopify, QVC, Facebook
and YouTube) argues they can increase one’s odds of launch success, the fact remains that success
rates have improved little over the last thirty years. Booz & Company reports 66% of new products
fail within two years, and Deloitte’s Doblin Group says 96% of all innovations fail to return their cost of
capital.
Why is success so hard to achieve? In part, it’s because people are slow to learn from the past: The
leading reasons for failure are well documented and have changed little over the years.
One increasingly cited excuse for launch failure is how difficult it is to engage a prospective buyer
today: Media and touchpoints continue to explode changing the times, places and moments of
truth when people decide what to purchase and where.
What’s more, at the very time so much is changing in the marketplace, those charged with a launch
have less time to study what’s now best, or separate punditry from truth. Fortunately, Lindsay
Foresight & Stratagem has done the study and analysis of what’s changed, what works now, and
what’s likely to work in the future.
Ours is a playbook that can give any marketer, and their launch, a much needed boost.

WHAT
YOU’LL
LEARN

• The well-documented reasons that, time
and again, new offerings fail.

• When and to what degree to add
emotional messaging.

• Five ways a successful launch strategy
is now 180 degrees different than even
three years ago.

• The value of stories, rituals, routines. (It’s
not what you expect.)

• What constitutes the most compelling
value proposition you can offer, and why.

• 3 strategies for driving YOY sales, margin,
and brand equity.

• When to emphasize (in messaging) the
functionality and utility of an innovation.
And when not to talk price.
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The
Entrepreneur’s
Marketing
Handbook:
Blind spots to
know. Common
advice to ignore.
Strategies on
which to bet.

For all the social cachet that being an entrepreneur may bring, in reality it’s a grueling job. It starts
with an idea that a person hopes will provide a living and create personal wealth. But along the
way, the work morphs into creating wealth for others, 24/7.
Well-meaning family, friends and investors dole out advice. But this counsel is usually based on
anecdotes, emotion; rules of thumb that may no longer be true or never were true to begin with.
Advisors will pride themselves on their rationality and financial skill. But these are not the same as
state-of-the-art business or marketing acumen.
The learning this presentation provides is based on objective research and thirty years of
professional experience on what it takes to successfully position, launch and scale an innovation
or new brand. And do it on a shoestring with one’s life savings and other people’s money – with all
the scrutiny, pressure and impatience that comes with it.

WHAT
YOU’LL
LEARN

• What data reveals as the #1 reason new
offerings fail.

• What evidence reveals are the two drivers
of any company’s rapid growth.

• How one’s definition of “marketing” alone
is a big predictor of success.

• The role of habit in both marketing
strategy and company management.

• The surprising truth of what people really • The math to do before pitching investors
want to buy from you. (How to consistently
on growth, returns, exit strategies.
deliver and scale it.)
• The only two performance metrics that
• Eight things critical for a successful launch
really matter.
and rapid scaling.
• What branding is and isn’t. The financial
advantage of doing it early, and correctly.
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Aligning for
transformation,
accelerated
growth, marketing
effectiveness,
and stakeholder
benefit:
Why, and how, to get your ducks
in a row.

When you think about top-performing organizations, those that probably come to mind exhibit
stunning financial performance, consistent growth, successfully launched innovations, good works and
positive buzz. But this misses an important new criteria: Those that are smartly and quickly transforming
for the future. It’s a predictive metric. It reflects the most difficult of all leadership tasks: Aligning human
beings on the same right things. And in service to them, getting people to change attitudes and
behaviors.
Does your organization even agree on what constitute the "same right things" around which to align
and act? These should include a company vision of the future; a distinctive, compelling and sustainable
reason to live in the lives of customers (purpose); a strategy that delivers all this while, at the same
time, accelerating growth and sustainability for the day after tomorrow; honoring and enabling equal
opportunity and treatment for all.
To help you arrive at great answers to each of these, Lindsay Foresight & Stratagem can provide
education and insight in any of three forms: a presentation, workshop or one-on-one counsel. Our
methods reflect a vetted set of principles, tools and techniques that work regardless of company
category or size. They naturally serve to align and motivate people.

WHAT
YOU’LL
LEARN

• The critical difference between vision,
mission and values. The benefit (and
how-to) of conveying them all in one
sentence.
• How to reset the mindset of colleagues
so they embrace change; how to make
the reset last.

NOT THIS

THIS

• What the behavioral sciences teach us
can help, including:
• Leveraging the herd mentality.
• Reciprocity.
• Humor. (It can disarm and convey
what you can’t directly say.)

• Four surprising secrets of success:
• Preparing as if for a moonshot.
• Strategizing as if you’re starting a
social movement.
• Leveraging strategic sequencing and
small teams.
• While seeing is believing, experiencing
is internalizing.
• Why inspiration and alignment require
a state-of-the-art internal marketing
solution; its key components.
• Why it’s important to overcommunicate
and overcompensate.
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Why, when and how to contact us:
Begin with the End in Mind.
Checklist:
Are you in need of a program that unites, excites, renews a sense of
purpose and community?

Are you hoping to make growth easier and everyone’s work-life
more sane?

Do you need to open people’s eyes on the future in a way that
inspires, aligns and mobilizes them?

Do you dread tackling your next strategic plan?

Would it be helpful to have a ’starter’ playbook of strategies, tools
and techniques with which to tackle the future?
Is your organization lacking a clear vision, business model or value
proposition for the future?
Is your organization’s growth slowing, or stalled?

Do people in your organization confuse terms like purpose,
positioning or unique selling proposition?
Are you looking for a speaker that appeals to a broad audience?
Who always delivers insight with a dose of fun?
Are you looking for programming that people thank you for? With a
proven ROI?

What’s your preference?
Is your interest a particular offering from prior pages? Or a series? (Bundling three or more merits a discount. One-on-one consulting can be added to
any engagement.)
Is your interest an in-person session or virtual?
Do you have a date in mind? A length? (One or two hours? Half day? Multiple engagements across different dates or locations?)
Do you want a standard presentation or workshop? Or one customized to address a particular situation or upcoming event?

Let’s begin with the end in mind:

Every engagement begins with an extensive briefing session to confirm the scope, your expectations, goals; discuss how success will be measured and
barriers that must be overcome to achieve it.

Shall we get started?

Write Marsha@LFandS.com | Call or text her at 1 (608) 575-7070 | More on LinkedIn and at www.LFandS.com
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Lindsay Foresight & Stratagem

We’re a business growth consultancy that helps C-Suites, Boards and marketing teams see
what’s just over the horizon, then prepare now for what’s next – and strategically best – for
advantage, accelerated growth, effective marketing and more successful leadership.
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Strategies
What’s
your
newly proven
focus?
to accelerate
growth
in today’s digital, social, mobile
and experiential world.

Every C-Suite and marketer faces a growth imperative: You either grow your brand, or it dies (often
along with your career). A study published in the Cambridge Journal of Economics confirms that if
you don’t grow, bankruptcy is practically certain. No wonder (given today’s volatile and disruptive
marketplace), investors, bosses and channel partners are more impatient than ever for increases in
sales, revenue, margin and profit.
But “increases” per se are no longer enough for them. The new metric is an “increase in the velocity”
of growth. That is, an acceleration in the speed of growth experienced from one month to the next, or
one year to the next.
As a result, marketers are charged with adding more new customers faster, deliver more ROI faster. This
has launched a race for faster insights, faster innovations; campaigns launched faster and everything
measured faster, judged faster.
Yet a deeper analysis reveals many well-intentioned marketers are getting little to no return from
their efforts to speed things up. In fact, they’re only speeding up failure! In other words, they are
inadvertently perpetuating the volatility and frenzy they’re trying to rise above.
This presentation delivers a solution which is based on insight and universal best practices researched
by Lindsay Foresight & Stratagem. (It uses recent longitudinal data and case-based evidence spanning
many B2C and B2B categories. )
This is a playbook by which those charged with driving growth can stop running in circles and actually
get somewhere.

WHAT
YOU’LL
LEARN

• Why the sales growth of so many
companies is slowing.
• Popular marketing rules of thumb to avoid
because they’re now proven out of date, or
never true to begin with.
• Why the use of short-term metrics as
primary performance measures essentially
damns long-term success.
• The driver of demand and margin that’s
bigger than product differentiation.
• How CMOs and CFOs can see eye-to-eye
and agree on the above.

• The surprising danger in under-budgeting
for what’s required to drive and accelerate
growth in the future.
• In preparation for the day after
tomorrow, why and how to build a
growth-accelerator now.
• The marketing plan framework (media
mix, spend, budget allocation, messaging
strategy) proven to lift the performance of
short-term activation efforts, while at the
same time driving YOY increases in sales,
share and margin.
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Our research
on the
day after
tomorrow
focuses on
these areas:

THE MARKETPLACE
Exponential change believed to be years away is now arriving daily. The World
Economic Forum calls it ”The Fourth Industrial Revolution” and “unlike anything
humankind has experienced before…disrupting every industry in every country.“
The dynamics of this – along with the unrecognized implications – are the kinds
of things our research uncovers. Dynamics like “no-line living“ which impacts
business models; the convergence of culture, commerce and consumption, leading
to a 180-degree flip in how to successfully launch a new brand or innovation; the
convergence of categories with the marketplace confusion and opportunity that
results. The “end of impossibility” is our favorite dynamic so far. But our research on
what’s just over the horizon continues, and continues to surprise.

VALUE CREATION, GROWTH ACCELERATION, MARKETING EFFECTIVENESS
Playbooks of the past are of little use in trying to accelerate value, growth and
transformation in the future. The dynamics we face the day after tomorrow are
without precedent. It’s practically guaranteed that relying on moves and rules
of thumb that worked yesterday will be ineffective. This is why we research
what others are doing to successfully prepare and transform: what already
looks promising; what they’re planning to test next. We take our findings,
connect dots and arrive at further revelations. Among them, new ways to align
and motivate teams, next-gen strategies to speed up learning and innovation;
breakthroughs that promise to attract customers, increase margin, create
barriers to entry and competitive advantage.

LEADERSHIP IN THE BOARD ROOM, C-SUITE, AND TEAMS
Thriving in the future requires many competencies. Our research is uncovering
many that are new-to-the-world; some deemed critical already today. We’ve
discovered many surprising things leaders are doing to update current
know-how. And there are skills we’ve found to be universal and timeless in
value, which we predict will be all the more important in the future. Many
competencies our studies identified are inter-related, where proficiency in
one is dependent on proficiency in two or three others. One example: while
competency in the language of data (statistics) is among the critical skill sets, it
requires competency in the science of human behavior. And both are required
for “Integrative Thinking,” the skill of solving particularly complex and wicked
problems which will increase in the future.
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Ours is a
distinctive,
proven
methodology.

FUTURE C ASTS
Our rigorous research methodology has been perfected over
30 years to reliably – and objectively – connect dots others
don’t yet see and uncover issues and opportunities on the
horizon which are destined to impact the marketplace, business
strategy and leadership.

STRATE GIC PL AYBOOKS
It’s not just trends our research works to be first to uncover. To
deal with the futue dynamics we discover, we also do additional
research to uncover potential solutions and strategies others
don’t yet see. We craft recommendations and playbooks that
guide preparations for the day after tomorrow, often doing
even more research to vet and perfect them.

GL OBAL TH INK TANK
For years our work has been enhanced by a global think tank
of visionaries. Comprised of over thirty brilliant executives,
researchers, scholars and innovators, these thought leaders
guide our work, adding insight, foresight, validation and higher
levels of confidence that our futurecasts and playbooks actually
can future-proof and future-make.
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Marsha Lindsay

Founder, CEO, Chief Analyst
SCHOLAR, THOUGHT LEADER, AUTHOR; POPULAR SPEAKER
Marsha’s lifework is research that identifies emerging marketplace
trends, then recommending what’s best for future competitive
advantage and accelerated growth. Her analysis is grounded
in decades of scholarship on behavioral science--universal and
timeless drivers of motivation, attitudes, behaviors and decisionmaking, all applied to brand strategy and effective marketing,
employee and corporate dynamics including change management.
Think tanks leveraging her expertise include Zurich’s Gottlieb
Duttweiler Institute of Economic and Social Studies (on future
of direct-to-consumer commerce), and Monitor-Deloitte’s at
UCBerkeley (on fusion of data mining, behavioral economics
and social networks). Those publishing her insights include Fast
Company, NPR, Forbes, Investor’s Business Daily, New York Times,
Adobe’s CMO.com, Ad Age, Becker’s Hospital Review, Becker’s
Healthcare CFO, and Medium.
Those inviting her to speak include Columbia University’s Executive
MBA program, Indie Summits in Beijing and London, IPA’s
“Marketing Effectiveness Week” in London, World Business Forum
in NYC, 21st Century Fox, Proctor & Gamble, Conagra, Kohler,
Mercury Marine, Advertising Research Foundation, The Conference
Board, Becker’s, The E-Business Consortium, IAI Festival of China
and the 4A’s.
EDUCATOR
In the past and concurrent with other roles, Marsha was an Adjunct
Professor in the MBA program of the University of Wisconsin
Business School (teaching Brand Management and Strategy). She’s
served on the advisory board to the School’s Dean and now on the

advisory board to
the School’s MBA
specialty center for
Brand and Product
Management.
A serial
entrepreneur,
Marsha founded
and curated
Brandworks
University®
(referred to as
the “TED” of
marketing), which,
for 25 years
received international acclaim as a 3-day MBA-level conference for
400 executives.
EXPERIENCED IN BUSINESS, FINANCE, GOVERNANCE
Marsha serves on three fiduciary boards with committee
responsibilities in audit, governance, compensation and capital
investments. For over 3 decades, she’s been a marketing strategist
to companies spanning the Fortune 100 to VC-infused start-ups.
Marsha also founded and (until 2015), served as CEO of Lindsay
Stone & Briggs which specialized in the successful positioning,
launch and scaling of brands and their innovations. During her 38year tenure, the company was nationally admired for its creative
prowess and effectiveness; named “Small Agency of the Year” by
Ad Age. Follow Marsha on LinkedIn
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Our insight
and foresight
on the day
after tomorrow
helps
future-proof
companies,
brands
and careers.

Well researched
and insightful
futurecasts.

Emerging consumer trends
and unexpected
marketplace dynamics.

+

+

Thoughful and
strategic playbooks
“taught” through
speeches, workshops,
posts and
whitepapers.

Transformative business
and revenue models;
marketing strategies
that drive demand,
margin, accelerate
growth and advantage.

=

+

+

Global Think Tank that
informs, vets and
increases odds that our
insight, foresight, and
recommendations really
can help future-proof.

New leadership
competencies and
best practices; more
effective change
management.
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